Abstract

Introduction: Although the goal in treating bilateral facet dislocations remains the early realignment of the spine, there is controversy regarding the timing and method of reduction, as well as the optimal approach for stabilisation. A retrospective analysis of prospective collected data from 36 consecutive patients treated for bilateral cervical facet dislocations (BCFD) at the Groote Schuur Hospital Acute Spinal Cord Injury Unit (ASCI) is presented.

Methods: Case notes and radiographs of 36 BCFD patients managed from April 2003 to January 2007 were reviewed with reference to reduction, stabilisation, radiographic measurements, union, neurology and complications.

Results: There were 27 males and 9 females. MVAs were the cause in 26 cases. C6/7 was the commonest level of dislocation, followed by C5/6. Seventy-five per cent of the patients had a complete neurological deficit, with only three limited to radiculopathy. Thirteen out of 21 had successful closed reductions, while 14/17 underwent successful open reduction via an anterior approach. Anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) was utilised in 25 cases, posterior fixation in five, anterior and posterior in four, and conservative management in two cases. There were three cases of fixation failure, with two requiring revision. There were two transient recurrent nerve palsies but no sepsis. There was a 100% confirmed union rate. There were three deaths related to respiratory compromise. There was no difference in outcome between the posterior and anterior approaches. Although only a few patients improved neurologically, there were no patients with deteriorating motor function at last follow-up.

Conclusion: Early aggressive surgical management for cervical bifacet dislocations yields good results. Open reduction followed by immediate stabilisation by ACDF is highly successful in the acute case and obviates the need for traction and possible associated neurological complications. In highly unstable cases or cases with poor screw purchase, supplemental posterior fixation may be required. Posterior alone surgery is occasionally indicated, such as delayed presentation and cervico-thoracic junction. Closed reduction with delayed stabilisation remains an acceptable option in the resource-restricted environment.
The cervical spine is the most vulnerable spinal segment and the most frequently injured portion of the spinal column after high-velocity trauma. Cervical facet dislocations account for 6-15% of cervical spine injuries. Bilateral facet dislocation is associated with neurological deficit in the region of 90%.

The management of cervical spine facet dislocations continues to generate considerable controversy with arguments made for non-operative management, anterior, posterior, and combined surgical reduction and fixation devices.

The results of 36 consecutive patients with bilateral cervical facet dislocations (BCFD) treated over a 45-month period are presented.

Materials and methods
A retrospective review of prospectively collected data was undertaken. Thirty-six consecutive patients who sustained BCFD were identified from the spinal surgery database from April 2003 to January 2007. Case notes and radiographs were reviewed and clinical data were collected for all patients. The outcome of BCFD in this patient cohort with regards to demographics, method of reduction, stabilisation, union, alignment, neurological status and surgically related complications was assessed. Pre-admission and in-hospital treatment were also reviewed.

The majority of patients were initially treated at a peripheral hospital where our unit had no influence on management. This consisted of closed reduction (protocol unspecified) in two patients, cones callipers and traction in eight, and immobilisation in hard or Philadelphia collar (no attempted reduction) in 26. The patients were transferred to Groote Schuur Hospital Acute Spinal Cord Injury (GSH ASCI) Unit as soon as a bed became available. The average hospital treatment were also reviewed.

Follow-up was continued until bony union, at which stage flexion-extension radiographs were done, neurological status re-evaluated and any complications noted. Radiologically, immediate postoperative films were compared with supine lateral and flexion-extension follow-up films to assess graft settling, kyphotic angle, translation, union and any instrumentation failure. A positive angle reflected kyphotic angulation, whereas a negative degree measurement reflected lordosis at that segment. Fusion was noted based on the presence of a bony bridge incorporating the graft and the adjacent endplates and that no motion or radiolucenties were detected on the instrumentation.

Results
Clinical data
The patient population consisted of 27 males and nine females with an average age of 33.3 years (19-74). Twenty-six patients were involved in motor vehicle accidents (72%), five were injured in falls (13.88%), four in sport or diving accidents (11%) and one was due to assault (Figure 1). The level of facet dislocation was C4-5 in six, C5-6 in 13, C6-7 in 15 and C7-T1 in two patients (Figure 2).
Reduction
Satisfactory closed reduction of deformity was achieved in two out of six patients attempted by the peripheral hospitals. A further 11 out of 15 patients attempted closed reductions were reduced in the ASCI unit. Intra-operative open reduction via anterior approach alone was successful in 14 out of 17 patients. In two patients there were still residual perched facets on postoperative radiographs and the third needed additional posterior reduction. Posterior open reduction alone was successful in four out of five cases.

Stabilisation
Anterior decompression and instrumented fusion (ACDF) (n=25) was the method mostly used followed by ACDF combined with posterior wiring (n=4), posterior lateral mass screws alone (n=4) and posterior onlay fusion (n=1) (Figure 3). The onlay fusion was done in a patient who presented after 129 days and was clinically stable in theatre. Two patients were managed non-operatively by means of cones callipers for 6 weeks and then mobilised in a Philadelphia collar. One presented only after 50 days and had pulmonary tuberculosis, and the other patient was medically unfit for surgery. The combined anterior and posterior approach had the longest surgery time with 200 (150-230) minutes, but the time differences were small between the average anterior (129.75 min) or average posterior (140 min) alone approaches.

Radiographic measurements
Residual vertebral translation and kyphosis were assessed on postoperative X-rays. This measured 0.81 mm and –2.69° in the ACDF group, 0 mm and –4.8° in the ACDF and posterior wiring group, and 0 mm and 3.25° in the lateral mass group. Negative angles represent lordosis and positive kyphosis. The two patients who presented late had kyphotic angles of 30º and 25º respectively.

There were three fixation failures. The first patient was taken back to theatre for revision after re-dislocation following ACDF. The second patient had 7 mm translation post-op which increased to 10 mm at last follow-up. This patient had a partial corpectomy for endplate fracture and wedge bone graft followed by ACDF. The inferior locking screws were placed in the disc space. The third patient had 11 mm translation and a kyphotic angle of –18° on post-op radiographs. This patient also had a partial corpectomy and wedge-bone graft for an associated endplate fracture. An ACDF was used to stabilise the injury. The kyphotic angle was improved to –4° two weeks later by adding posterior lateral mass screws. The translation remained unchanged.

Complications
Apart from instrumentation failure the most common surgery-related complications were temporary recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy (n=2), CSF leak (n=1) and chronic post-op neck pain (n=1). There were no wound sepsis or donor site problems.

The most common hospital-related complication was pneumonia (n=12). Other serious complications included pulmonary emboli (n=2), peptic ulcers (n=1), aspiration (n=1), renal failure (n=1) and lung collapse (n=1). These are the recognised complications of spinal cord injury.

Three patients died in the acute hospitalisation phase. One was due to multi-organ failure and the other two from respiratory compromise following severe pneumonia. All three these patients were motor-sensory complete spinal cord injuries.
Developing a BFD.4

Discussion
Bilateral facet dislocation is defined as the anterior displacement of both articular facets at the same level, so that the posterior inferior margin of the inferior articular processes lies anterior to the superior articular process of the level below. Because of the forces involved and the degree of distraction, BCFD results in extensive soft tissue injury and thus an unstable spine. Beatson3 utilising a degree of distraction, BCFD results in extensive soft tissue injury. BCFD could only occur if the superior vertebral body slipped forward by at least 50% of its anterior-posterior length. For this to occur, the facet capsule, interfacet ligaments, interspinous ligaments, annulus fibrosis, and the posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL) needed to be ruptured. Carrino et al7 performed MRI on patients with BCFD and found only 26.7% cases of ALL and 40% of PLL complete disruptions. They comment that Beatson3 did his study on cadavers with different ligament elasticity and concluded that complete anatomic disruption of the ALL and PLL is not a prerequisite for developing a BFD.4

Table I: ASIA grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission</th>
<th>Discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA GRADE</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (27) 3 died</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (5)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since Crutchfield introduced weighted cranio-cervical traction in 1933 it has been implemented worldwide with mixed success. In our patient cohort 66% of patients failed reduction when attempted at peripheral hospitals. This may be due to limited experience and skill available at secondary level. We experienced four closed reduction failures in our ASCI unit, despite following a standardised technique. One patient had a non-contiguous C2 fracture which limited the weight that could be used in the attempted reduction. There was no delay in reduction in either of these four patients. Success rates from 27-100% are reported in the literature.5,6 Failure may be due to deteriorating neurology, severe pain, or fracture of the facets at the locked level. Neurological deterioration has been reported in 8.1%.4 It may be due to over-distraction, failure to recognise a non-contiguous injury, disc herniation, epidural haematoma, and spinal cord oedema.1 Disc herniation before reduction of cervical spine dislocation is reported in 54-80%.6 Post-reduction disc herniation varies between 9-77%, with an average incidence of 40%, according to the literature.7 Vaccaro et al8 showed an increase in the prevalence of disc herniation after closed reduction from 18% to 56%, but no deterioration of neurological function. However Doran,2 Robertson and Ryan7 and Eismont et al10 have reported neurological deterioration after reduction manoeuvres. This seems to be more common after posterior open reduction.

BCFD results in extensive soft tissue injury and thus an unstable spine

Hospital stay
The average hospital stay was 37.6 days (2-196). The main reason for the long hospital stay was recovery from pneumonia. Thirty-two patients were discharged to the Western Cape Rehabilitation Centre and two were transferred to UCT Private Rehabilitation Unit.

Neurology
Twenty-seven patients (75%) presented with complete spinal cord injuries (ASIA A), six had incomplete spinal cord injuries (ASIA B,C,D) and three had only upper limb radicular deficits. The average ASIA motor score improved from 28.4 (0-100) to 36.6 (0-100). In 23 patients the ASIA score was unchanged, in eight patients the ASIA grade improved one level and in one patient the ASIA score improved by two grades (Table I).

Fusion
Bone graft incorporation was confirmed in 28 of 32 patients (84.5%) at 12 weeks’ follow-up. The other four patients were united at recall to the unit. The overall union rate was 100%.

When skull traction fails to reduce the locked facets, various management approaches have been advocated. These include application of extraordinary heavy weight traction, manual closed reduction under anaesthesia, and open reduction.14 Colter et al4 reported that weights up to 140 lb can be used for more difficult reduction with no risk to the subject. Closed reduction in an anaesthetised patient has been advocated by many authors.14 The advantages are to eliminate pain and relax the musculature, but one is unable to monitor neurological function. Lee et al6 had a success rate of 73% in the cohort of 91 patients with manipulation under anaesthesia, but had 16 mortalities. Twelve of these mortalities were secondary to respiratory deterioration and in three there was associated deterioration in their neurological status. It is uncertain whether the neurological deterioration was due to the MVA itself or the reduction. Figure 4 demonstrates a post-reduction MRI with disc extrusion in the canal.

The time to attempted closed reduction may result in increased difficulty. Braakman et al17 found that beyond 2 weeks following injury, it became increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a successful closed reduction due to scar formation and early fracture healing.

Open surgical reduction may be performed acutely without a prior closed reduction, or following failed attempted closed reduction. This can be accomplished through either anterior, posterior or a combination of both.
In our study we successfully reduced 14 of 17 (82%) patients by means of anterior open reductions and 80% of posterior open reductions. Two patients had residual perched facets on postoperative radiographs that were not appreciated in theatre and the third needed a combined approach. Posterior open reduction failed in a patient who presented after 129 days.

The delay before decompression has been the subject of debate. The ultimate neurological outcome may be affected by both patient variables (age, sex, medical status, other injuries) and by management variables (early reduction, steroids, blood pressure management). Cord oedema, hypoxia, and ischaemia within a constitutionally narrowed vertebral canal can also contribute further to secondary cord damage. Many authors advocate early reduction and thus reconstitution of the normal vertebral canal, thereby improve neurological outcome. No class 1 studies to support this have been forthcoming. Animal studies support neurological recovery when compression is relieved within one hour and up to 9 hours. In humans this time frame is more difficult to determine. Robertson and Ryan reported on three cases of late onset neurological deterioration ranging up to 72 hours after intervention. Fehlings et al conducted a review of the literature dating from 1966 to 2001 and reviewed 97 articles related to the timing of the spinal cord compression. They concluded that there is no class 1 evidence regarding the role and timing of decompression in acute SCI. Class 2 evidence exists proving that surgery can be safely undertaken in patients with acute SCI, and class 3 data support urgent reduction for patients with bilateral cervical facet dislocation and urgent decompression for patients with deteriorating neurological status.

Stabilisation of the spine after BCFD is another area of controversy. Earlier forms of treatment included prolonged traction but this is associated with increased complications, including pulmonary problems, pressure sores, osteoporosis and venous thrombosis, and is now rarely recommended. Key and Retief reported an in-hospital mortality of 22% in 300 patients of whom only 2% were treated surgically, with a further 8% demising once home. Although commonly used as a treatment alternative for stabilising facet dislocations, three months of halo vest immobilisation may lead to resubluxation and a poor clinical result. Only 22% of patients treated experienced good anatomic result after facet dislocations when they were treated with a halo vest, according to the study by Sears and Fazl. In his large series of cervical spine injuries, Bohlman found late instability in 42% of dislocations that were treated non-operatively and Cheshire drew attention to instability in 17% of his patients where non-operative measures were used. Most authors would agree that non-operative treatment is not indicated in disco-ligamentous injuries, but some do achieve good results in cervical spine dislocations associated with fractures.

In our study, two patients were managed with long-term traction because they were unfit for surgery. Both these patients were stable at the injured level on their 12-week follow-up radiographs.

Internal fixation can be via anterior or posterior alone, or a combination of the two techniques. If open reduction is required, internal fixation at the same operative setting is the most efficacious treatment for these patients. Posterior stabilisation includes wiring techniques or segmental screw fixation.
Introduced by Hadra (1891), interspinous wiring has the advantage of simplicity and preservation of intact facet joint capsules, but the disadvantage of requiring intact posterior elements and post-operative immobilisation. Govender et al achieved a 100% fusion rate by using a modified triple wiring technique that is more stable and only requires 8-12 weeks of soft collar support post-op. Segmental screw fixation gained recognition in 1970 when Roy-Camille and Saillant published a technique of posterior fusion using a plate fixed with screws to the articular processes. Replacing the plates with rods has yielded similar results (Figure 5).

Benefits of the posterior approach for fixation includes a high rate of successful arthrodesis and the safety and familiarity of the approach. The posterior approach was complicated with an increased incidence of infection as found by Keynan et al. Anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF), described by Smith and Robinson in 1955, has gained much popularity (Figure 6). Clinical outcomes have been reported as good or excellent in 72-94% and complications are not common.

Non-union are seen in 4-26% of cases and graft extrusion or angular collapse in 2-8%. Introducing a locking plate instrumentation system has reduced some of these complications considerably. Advantages over posterior surgery include ease of positioning, one motion segment stabilisation only with associated posterior element fractures and the ability to remove a herniated disc if present. Although biomechanical studies have concluded that anterior fixation alone is inferior to posterior fixation or combined anterior and posterior fixation, the anterior fixation still yields a construct of stability superior to that of the normal spine. Combined anterior and posterior fixation may also not improve the stability significantly when compared to posterior grafting with lateral mass screws and interbody grafting. Johnson et al found that anterior plating was prone to fail if there were facet fractures or endplate compression fractures associated with the flexion distraction injury. They found no correlation between failure and age, gender, surgeon, plate type, level of injury, degree of translation, or alignment at the time of injury. They reported an overall 13% mechanical failure rate in 87 patients, 75% of which had bilateral facet injuries.

In our study we had three fixation failures following ACDF. One patient re-dislocated post-op and was revised. The other two had poor inferior screw placement with pull-out. One was revised with a combined anterior posterior approach due to progressive translation while the other patient’s failure was static and no revision was done. Both these patients have gone on to asymptomatic bony union. None of our patients developed wound infections. There were two patients who developed transient recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy from the anterior approach. Another patient had a CSF leak following ACDF.

Bony union was achieved in 28 of 32 (84.5%) patients at 12 weeks, and another four patients were confirmed united at recall to the unit. There was no progressive kyphotic deformity in these patients. The confirmed bony union rate was 100%.

Neurological recovery or functional outcome remains the main goal in treating any patient with a SCI. Burns et al reviewed the literature regarding neurological recovery. They found that an examination at 72 hours is superior to the first day examination for long-term prognostication. In complete tetraplegia there is little chance of functional motor recovery in the lower extremities if the patient remains motor and sensory complete more than one month post-injury. Incomplete injuries of the cervical spine recover to a greater extent than complete injuries. Lintler et al found that 61% of incomplete spinal cord injuries improved at least one Frankel grade. More than 90% of incomplete injuries gained at least one additional motor level in the upper extremities. There is an excellent chance (92%) of recovery to >3 motor strength for initially 0 of 5 muscles if pinprick is spared at the same dermatome.

Variables that may affect neurological recovery include age, medical status, other injuries, time to reduction, steroids used and blood pressure management. Anderson et al noted in their review of 28 BCFD noted an increase in age yielded a significantly lower improvement in ASIA motor score if compared with younger patients (p=0.01). The initial motor score was highly predictive in a non-linear fashion of the final motor score (p<0.01). The majority of neurological recovery in complete and incomplete spinal cord injuries occurs during the first 6 to 9 months. Twenty-three patients in our cohort were unchanged neurologically at final follow-up.

Three patients in our study who were motor-sensory complete tetraplegics regained one Frankel level. Their ASIA motor score improved from an average of 17.7 to 25.7 in 12 weeks. Two of these patients had a reduction on day one post injury, while the third was only reduced after 10 days. This delay was due to awaiting transfer to our facility. Eight incomplete SCI patients improved at least one Frankel grade. In this group the ASIA motor score improved from an average of 71.0 to 94.8 in 12 weeks. Only one had reduction on the day of injury, while the others had a delay ranging from one to four days. Only one patient improved two grades, and this patient was discharged with fully intact neurological status. No patients improved more than two Frankel grades.

**Conclusion**

Although surgery plays little role, if any, in neurological recovery, early aggressive intervention allows early commencement of rehabilitation. Acute reduction is possible at the time of surgery via the anterior approach which allows immediate stabilisation by means of plating. Should there be a delay to reduction a posterior approach should be considered.
Closed reduction remains useful in this patient group and should be used if there is delayed access to theatre. During the initial post-injury, spinal shock may mask underlying residual cord function, creating a false impression of complete neurological injury. Therefore an attempt at early reduction to decompress the canal should always be made. Success however does depend on the skill level available as evidenced by the high failure rate at the referral centres.
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